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Some critical impediments to detection of new cases
• Inadequate triaging of TB suspects seeking care:
• Non-clinical pulmonary cases with very low bacterial load are
being missed, especially if they are mildly symptomatic or not
showing symptoms at all
• Suspects are typically negative on smear or GeneXpert
MTB/RIF, and are often HIV co-infected
• First-time specimens are not always being processed: Sub-optimal
quality sputum specimens are often rejected by labs or are not
being submitted for processing by clinic staff
• There is a need for assays that can deal with low volume (<1 ml)
sputum samples
• Oral specimen assays for non-cough, oral/salivary specimens?
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Project objectives
Aims
• To employ oral swab investigation as a triaging tool in cohorts at high risk of TB towards
rapid identification of those individuals in need of treatment for the disease.
• To actively identify individuals with presumptive TB at the household level, rather than
waiting for passive patient-initiated presentation at a health care facility.

Rationale
• Based on limited but compelling evidence, we argue that collecting secretions by
swabbing from the oral cavity into PrimeStore molecular transport medium offers an
affordable and quick method for identifying persons likely to suffer from active TB.
• The process is based on extracting mycobacterial DNA from the specimen for processing
by qPCR and targeting identification of IS6110 in the mycobacterial genome as a
definitive indication of the presence of Mycobacterium tuberculosis in the specimen.
• The approach is non-sputum based, which is in accordance with the latest WHO product
target profile for TB diagnostics.
• Oral swabs specimen collections into PS-MTM are easy to perform, quick, non-invasive,
and safe to HCWs/lab staff.

Protocol
Action step

Tool

Requirements for proceding to next step

Visit individuals at
place of residence or
wherever convenient

Electronic record
created (mobile
device)

Electronic data capture is desirable but not
essential to move forward

HCW assessment of
TB risk

Questionnaire

YES to any of the following:
•

-

•
•
•

Obtain permission
for TB investigation

Positive symptom screen

Consent form

Persistent cough (or cough of any duration if HIV+)
Persistent fever
Drenching night sweats
Unexplained loss of weight

Previous TB (past 3 years)
Contact of known case (current or past year)
HIV-infected, diabetic or pregnant

Consent provided and form signed

Collect oral specimen Swab collection SOP

Swab stored in PS-MTM

PS tubes to lab

Weekly batches

qPCR; turn-around time 2 days

If PCR pos: Sputum

GXP/Culture/LPA

Result guides management/treatment

Initiate treatment

National guidelines

Clinic admitting patient for Rx/Mx

Facilitate patient
adherence

Medication/Attendance monitoring

Strengthening standard of care activities

PrimeStore Molecular Transport
Media
• Inactivates and lyses M. tuberculosis,
and preserves nucleic acids at
ambient and elevated temperatures
for molecular testing
• A small specimen aliquot is
transferred to PS-MTM using a
flocked swab
• Compatible with multiple extraction
systems – open source

Product information provided by Longhorn Vaccines
and Diagnostics, San Antonio, TX

Conclusions
• Swab-collection of saliva from persons with two or more typical TB symptoms
and storing/transporting these samples in PS-MTM with subsequent analysis by
qPCR holds promise as an easy-to-perform, safe and patient-friendly procedure
for triaging presumptive TB at the household level.
• This approach detected M. tuberculosis DNA in about one-third of persons that
would otherwise not be picked-up by currently used first-line diagnostic
methods and provides a solid basis for targeted patient follow-up investigation.

Rationale for oral swab assay (OSA)
• Many patients struggle to produce adequate sputum for
testing, especially in active case-finding scenarios. It is for
these situations that easy-to-collect, non-invasive sputum
alternatives are needed.
• OSA may find its greatest utility in situations that are limited
by the physical or logistical challenges of sputum collection.
• As diagnostic samples, swabs differ significantly from
sputum. They may have fewer bacilli on average than
sputum, but they are also smaller in volume, less viscous,
less complex, and associated with a solid support.
Luabeya et al., JCM, 2019
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Molecular detection of Mycobacterium tuberculosis from sputum
transported in molecular transport medium from rural settings
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Molecular detection of Mycobacterium tuberculosis
from sputum transported in molecular transport medium
from rural settings
• Of 107 microscopy-negative samples, 21% were positive using PSMTM/PM-PCR, while
• 12% Xpert-negative samples were PS-MTM/PM-PCR-positive.
• PS-MTM/PM-PCR positivity was significantly higher than smear
microscopy positivity (P < 0.001), but similar to Xpert (P = 0.33).
• Conclusion: PCR testing of specimens transported in PS-MTM would
enhance TB diagnosis in settings where smear microscopy is the
baseline diagnostic test, and could provide an alternative in settings
where Xpert testing is not available.
Daum LT et al., IJTLD, 2015

Xpert MTB/RIF detection of Mycobacterium tuberculosis from
sputum collected in molecular transport medium – a pilot study*
• Ten-fold reductions of MTB bacilli (104 to 1 CFU/mL) in PS-MTM and
PBS control were analyzed using Xpert and real-time PCR.
• Using Xpert, MTB in PS-MTM was detected at 10 CFU/mL compared
to 102 CFU/mL from PBS controls.
• Xpert PCR detection efficiency from PS-MTM (63.2%) was improved
compared to PBS controls (34.9%).
• Using Xpert, CT values from high MTB concentrations in PS-MTM
were increased compared to control; however PS-MTM showed
superior detection from low MTB concentrations.
• Conclusion: PS-MTM enhanced MTB detection at low MTB
concentration and provides a simplified and efficient collection
method for Xpert MTB/RIF detection.
Daum LT et al., IJTLD, 2016

Conclusions

Swab-collection of saliva from persons
with two or more typical TB symptoms
and storing/transporting these
samples in PS-MTM with subsequent
analysis by RT-PCR holds promise as an
easy-to-perform, safe and patientfriendly procedure for triaging
presumptive TB at the household level

The approach discovered positives in
about one-third of persons that would
otherwise not be picked-up by
currently used first-line diagnostic
method

A general strategy towards improving
diagnostic success rates
Short term actions with measurable effect
• Find cases currently being missed, quicker
• Make sure screening for cases actually happens
• Make sure the diagnostic outcome results in treatment initiation with
appropriate drug regimens
• Optimise patient adherence – key point

Medium/Long term actions that have the potential to
dramatically impact epidemic trend
• Closely link optimised diagnostics with shorter, more powerful drug regimens
that lead to rapid and lasting cure
• Vaccines and preventive host-directed therapies

